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Abstract.
The study focuses on the creation of an algorithm in
Grasshopper using Ladybug and Honeybee plugins to simulate a large
number of façade design variants with the integration of photovoltaic
(PV) panels as shading devices and farming systems. The algorithm
aims to facilitate such simulations in a semi-automated way complying
with standard practise in a relative short time. Simulation results are
then extracted and assessed using an analytical optimization method.
Keywords. Key words: grasshopper; ladybug; honeybee; BIPV;
vertical farming; productive facades.

1. Introduction
The design of façades in tropical residential buildings requires a number of
technical and environmental considerations, especially for productive solar
facades (PSF) which actively produce energy and food in addition to more
‘passive’ environmental and security functions. Computational optimization
through parametric analysis is needed when multiple conflicting criteria intervene
during the process of façade design. However, the computational cost can be
substantial if there is more than two performance indicators as in the case of the
productive facades.
Marler and Alora (2004) surveyed existing multi-objective optimization
methods and concluded that not a single method or approach is superior. Factors
such as user’s preferences, solution requirements, and the availability of software
should guide the selection of the method. In addition, the above authors advice
an a priori articulation of preferences for higher central processing unit (CPU)
time efficiency rather than selecting the preferences a posteriori. A Hybrid
approach combining heuristic, computational and analytic methods is therefore
recommended for this study which is limited by CPU capacity and time (standard
PC with CPU E5-2650 @ 2.20GHz and 64 GB RAM). The façade designs should
also comply with local building regulations which require additional restrictions.
Grasshopper (McNeel, R. 2010) is a graphical algorithm editor integrated with
Rhino’s 3-D modeling tools. Thanks to its flexibility in conducting parametric
simulations by incorporating environmental analysis tools such as Ladybug and
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Honeybee (Roudsari & Pak, 2013), grasshopper’s platform offers the opportunity
to apply a hybrid approach which combines the design and optimization of façade
design. These plugins use local weather data, design specifications and geometric
data to run multiple validated software such as Daysim (Reinhart and Walkenhorst,
2001), Radiance (Ward and Shakespeare, 1998) and Energyplus (Crawley et al.,
2011). In return, Ladybug and Honeybee are able to read, organise and visualise
the results in Grasshopper.
This paper discusses the development of an algorithm in Grasshopper as part
of a multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) framework to compare a large
number of façade design variants to obtain the optimal arrangements for a complex
façade integrating solar photovoltaic (PV) panels and farming systems for the
four orientations. The PV panels function as shading devices and the farming
system consists of horizontal planters for vegetable cultivation outside of the
windows and as balcony railings. In the initial stage, five criteria functions
are considered in relation to façade productivity along with thermal and visual
performance. The grasshopper numerical calculation was combined with the
analytical algorithm VIKOR method to account for the weight factor given to each
assessment parameter. The VIKOR method provides a comprehensive evaluation
and selection of the optimal design alternatives (Opricović and Tzeng, 2007) which
are being installed at the Tropical Technologies (T 2 ) Laboratory at the National
University of Singapore’s (NUS) campus.
2. Model and Method
The development of the façade designs is based on the standardized social
housing of Singapore established by the Housing Development Board (HDB).
Parameters aiming to maximise productivity should not interfere functionality
and architectural quality. The generic living room and bedroom are taken as
representative spaces from which two façade prototypes are developed: façade
with a balcony (or corridor) and façade wall respectively. Both facade types are
analysed separately for four orientations: north, south, east and west orientation as
shown in Figure 1. Therefore a total of 8 facades systems are optimised. The length
and width of the cells (L x W x H) 1.8 x 1.8 x 2.6 m3 are reduced in comparison
with actual residential buildings in order to maximise the use of the available floor
area.
2.1. MULTIPLE CRITERIA DECISION ANALYSIS (MCDA) FRAMEWORK

Multi-criteria analysis is a method that translates value statements of singular
topics for optimisation; either better or worse, to an overall comparable equivalent
through a mathematical equation and specifying weights of individual topics.
This method allows intelligible concessions through mathematical comparison of
variants. In this study MCDA is conducted to guide the assessment and design
optimisation of the PSF. The MCDA comprises 10 criteria functions referring to
three main criteria categories: architectural quality, production performance and
financial performance. In the initial optimization stage, involving computational
simulations and the VIKOR method, five criteria functions are considered. From
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the category of architectural quality three criteria functions are considered: indoor
daylight autonomy, energy flow of the façade and view angle from the interior.
Two criteria functions related to production performance are also considered:
electricity generation potential and farming potential. The remaining criteria
functions (natural ventilation potential, usability & acceptance, aesthetic quality,
constructive quality and final costs) have been already considered based on the
authors’ experience and from literature. However, more systematic assessment
incorporated into the VIKOR method will be applied to the second stage since
VIKOR enables comparisons and assessment of conflicting criteria while offering
flexibility according to the preferences of the decision-maker (Kosorić et al., 2011).
More details of the overall framework of MCDA and the application of the VIKOR
method can be found in Tablada et al. (2017a) and Tablada et al. (2017b).

Figure 1. Left: Floor plan of the T2 Lab. Highlighted test cells have façades with a balcony.
Right: Photograph of the T2 Lab on 20 Nov 2017 before the installation of PV and planters.

3. Development of Grasshopper algorithm
For the development of the algorithm to be used in Grasshopper, the following
criteria were defined: (1) balance between variety of façade alternatives and
time, (2) balance between simulation accuracy and time, and (3) balance between
simulation process automation and user intervention. The main objective is to
provide a user friendly platform to perform large number of simulations complying
with standard practise within a relative short time-span.
3.1. FORMULATION OF DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

The formulation of design alternatives is guided by the first criteria for the
development of the algorithm which tries to find a balance between sufficient
representation of potential façade design alternatives and time efficiency. The PSF
has conventional and non-conventional components. Conventional components
are fenestration and opaque parapet. Non-conventional ones are the BIPV panels
as shading devices and the planters outside the parapet in the case of the façade wall
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and as a railing in the case of the façade with balcony. After an analysis of typical
façade arrangements in HDB buildings and distilling an adequate representative
model combined with potential future façade designs, we arrived to a simplified
prototype for both types of facades. The façade wall contains two types of
fenestrations on the upper section and an opaque parapet of 1.1m on the lower
section of the façade. The fenestrations were designed for maximum wind porosity
and easy accessibility to the planters. The façade with balcony, however, has a
floor to ceiling fenestration with operable glass louvers.
Regarding the BIPV and farming systems, a much larger number of alternatives
were considered due to the number of parameters. However, in order to reduce the
total number of permutations, a process of case filtering was conducted for each
parameter. This was supported by establishing a range of values based on literature
and construction codes. Figure 2 shows the main façade configurations and some
of the parameters related to the BIPV location and dimensions. Parameters related
to planters are limited to quantity and position. The number of potential design
alternatives were drastically reduced by applying a series of constraints. The first
constraint was related to the position of the BIPV and the planters. BIPV acting as
shading devices are always placed on the upper third of the façade or at the same
height of the lowest planter from the upper floor. The planters are always placed
on the bottom third of the façade for accessibility and safety reasons. The central
section of the façade is kept free as much as possible to avoid view obstructions.
Regarding the number of PV panels, they are limited to 2 horizontal panels
in the initial stage, and 3 panels are subsequently considered for east and west
facades. The PV tilt angles and protection angles are also limited according to
the façade orientation as well as the number of hours to protect the façade from
direct solar radiation. The protection angle is defined as the angle between the
vertical plane of the façade and the outside end of the BIPV shading element. The
angle is taken from the bottom of the window for cases with single shade and also
on top of the lower shading for cases with double BIPV shades. The Residential
Envelope Transmittance Value (RETV) calculations were used to further define
the minimum protection angle required by the Building Code Authorities of
Singapore (BCA, 2008). The RETV is based on the performance of the façade
and its orientation. The RETV performance depends on the surfaces: U-value, its
SHGC and its orientation. As the opaque surfaces only have static U-value, the
only variable is the window/wall ratio (WWR) of the façade which is 0.54 for the
façade wall and 0.93 for the balcony facade.
Additionally, a minimum threshold of direct sunlight hours was set to before
8:30h and after 16:30h for extreme incidence hours. Lastly, the minimum for the
range of the protection angles was set so that the operative temperature would not
be above 28°C. Through this optimization the ideal intersection of protection and
tilt angle of the shading device was obtained. For the north and south orientation,
protection angles from 28° to 37° met the specified requirements. For east and west
the range of protection angles were 47°-56° and 53°-65° respectively. Regarding
the arrangement of planters, one to three planter rows were considered at different
heights: 100mm, 300mm, 500mm, 700mm and 900mm, with a minimum height
difference of 400mm between planters.
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Figure 2. Types of PV configurations and corresponding start of the protection and tilt angle. F
and P indicate the position of the upper PV panel on top of the façade (F) and attached to the
planter of the above level (P).

3.2. DETERMINATION OF PERFORMANCE RANGES PER CRITERIA
FUNCTION

The definition of performance ranges is one of the most important steps in order
to comply with the second criteria for the development of the algorithm which
tries to find a balance between simulation accuracy and time efficiency. Each of
the five criteria functions has a distinct procedure for establishing its acceptable
performance range. The first three are related to architectural quality which are the
conventional functions of the façade. The last two criteria functions are related to
production performance.
• Daylight autonomy (DA)

DA is defined as the percentage of time along the year in which a certain
pre-defined illuminance value is achieved from 8 AM till 5 PM. Both the façade
wall corresponding to bedrooms and the balcony façade corresponding to living
room were subdivided by two subzones: front and back, and a DA of 50% was the
targeted value. The front subzone of the bedroom requires 400 lux considering the
placement of a desk, while the back only requires 100 lux for changing clothes. For
the living room, the front subzone requires 200 lux while only 100 lux is required
at the back. Since the size of the testbed cell is reduced in comparison with actual
room dimensions in residential buildings, an equivalent DA was used instead of
the actual values obtained in the simulations. Therefore, preliminary simulations
were conducted on actual room dimensions for a living room and a bedroom with
two façade arrangements in order to obtain DA conversion coefficients for all cases
using the reduced room dimensions. For example, while the illuminance threshold
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in rooms with actual dimensions is 100 lux during 50% of the time, in the reduced
version this is equivalent to around 230-260 lux depending on the PV arrangement
and dimensions. The daylight simulation on the rooms with actual dimensions
were conducted using the highest standard for maximum accuracy by using larger
number of reflections. The simulation on the reduced scale model were conducted
with low accuracy. This conversion process greatly reduces the simulation time
without compromising the prediction accuracy.
• Energy Flow of the facade

The energy flow is defined as the interior net heat gain (heat gain minus heat
loss, kWh) considering the rest of the walls as adiabatic. The energy flow of the
façade is largely affected by the net solar transmittance as a consequence of the
façade design in terms of fenestration and shading devices. Therefore, in order to
isolate the impact of the façade design on thermal conditions and to simplify the
simulations and analysis, energy flow values were used directly instead of thermal
comfort. The thermal properties of the materials are kept constant for every case.
The energy flow calculations were conducted using the plug-in Honeybee which
connects with EnergyPlus simulation engine for transient energy calculations. For
this indicator, no specific range was defined since the protection angle already
assured compliance with RETV and the two other requirements as explained in
the above section. Therefore, all values from design alternatives are relative to
each other.
• View angle from the interior

The view angle from interior to exterior was selected as one of the criteria functions
which assures architectural quality of residential facades. View angle is defined as
the average view angle from two points inside the testbed cells towards the exterior.
The two points are located at 1.5m from the façade at 1.17m and 1.56m height
from the floor, which corresponds to sitting and standing viewing height for an
equivalent person height of 1.68m. The obstruction effect from the planters and the
PV panels are taken into account. For north and south façade orientations, which
are the recommended ones and most common in Tropical residential buildings,
the minimum view angle was set as 20°. For east and west façade orientations, the
minimum view angle was set as 15°.
• Electricity production

Electricity potential is defined as the potential electricity generation from the
PV panel taking the lowest incident radiation on the PV multiplied by the total
area of the shading device, as the PV cells are connected in series. For the
simulation, no definition was made regarding the type of PV except on their degree
of transparency. For east and west facades, PV panels with two transparency levels
were included in the simulation: opaque inward section and semi-transparent
outward section. This allows reducing sunlight obstruction from panel to panel and
from panel to planters while still provide sunshade during the hours with lower sun
angles. Other performance coefficients affecting electricity generation such as the
effect of temperature and performance ratio were not considered in order to focus
on the geometrical impact of the PV among all design alternatives.
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• Farming potential

Farming potential is defined as the percentage of days per year where planter area
receives Daily Light Integral (DLI) > 8 mol/m²· day which is equivalent to 10
000 lux light intensity when the length of daytime is 12 hours (Glenn, Cardran, &
Thompson, 1984). DLI is defined as the total number of photo-synthetically active
photons that plants receive in 1 m2 of growing space in one day. DLI reflects the
combined result of the light intensity and duration of the photoperiod. Compared
to other measuring methods, DLI is more accurate in determining the exact lighting
condition for plants and is therefore commonly used in the agricultural industry.
3.3. GRASSHOPPER ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

Once the façade design alternatives and the ranges of performance indicators
were defined, the third criteria related to the balance between simulation process
automation and user intervention guided the development of the Grasshopper
algorithm. Automation of tasks is one of the capabilities of Grasshopper which
allow increasing simulation efficiency and relieving human labour of tiresome and
time consuming operations. The first step of the algorithm was to program the
façade geometry allowing its transformation into multiple varying configurations
according to pre-defined parameters and the range of component dimensions. With
this set-up, automatic cycles through all variants from the same façade type and
orientation are possible, as well as to retrieve data on their performance according
to the five specified criteria functions as shown in Figure 3a. Manual intervention
of the user was required to input the parameters ranges for each façade type and
orientation, meaning eight times. Preliminary simulations were first conducted
in order to test the initial ranges and assumptions and contrast the results with
expectations. The first ranges were based on preceding studies and educated guess.
Ladybug and Honeybee retrieved data that in some cases verified or countered
our expectations. From the reciprocity of results trends and mistakes became
visible: In an early stage the best variants of single BIPV shading devices extended
2 to 3 meter outwards. This made us realize that we underestimated the solar
requirements of the planters, the weight of the BIPV and the effect of shading
on the BIPV system. Therefore, revisions and adjustments were done on the
performance ranges and on the façade design alternatives.
Subsequently a distinction of manual and automated operations were defined
as part of the algorithm in order to account for future corrections and design
variations. Ladybug and Honeybee apply generic qualities to selected geometries
and their analysis settings. It is possible to overwrite these settings as a project
gains specificity. With this, the software aims to support the design process, which
also moves from generic to specific as shown in Figure 3b. Results are organised
for their visual and mathematical analysis leading to the verification of results and
further design development if required. The results per façade are automatically
represented on the design alternative models as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. a) Diagram of the developed algorithm, b) The actual algorithm in Grasshopper.

The tabulated data is organised per variant in a list-format of comma separated
values; storing variant identification, values for the criteria and support data for
error checking and variant development. The tabulated data on the variants are
filtered based on their values in excel and manually removed if not in compliance
with the predefined requirements. The compliant variants are filtered again so that
only Pareto-optimal (non-dominated) variants remain. The data on the variants
that remain is put into a prepared excel sheet, where the variants are automatically
cross-referenced and ranked as per the standards of the VIKOR method. This
process is repeated eight times to get an overall ranking per façade type and
orientation. The optimal façade design is then extracted for more detailed design
ready for fabrication and installation at the T 2 Lab. Table 1 shows the main
characteristics and PV dimensions of the optimal facades.
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Figure 4. Example of live updated feedback of the performance of 2 variants produced within
the Rhinoceros 3D-modelling interface. .

Table 1. Main characteristics and PV dimensions of optimal façade designs.

4. Discussion and conclusions
The results from preliminary and final simulations showed the importance of
defining acceptable ranges of metrics for each criteria function. On the first set
of simulations, in which a broad spectrum of metrics was permitted such as indoor
DA, protection angles and DLI on planters, unexpected façade arrangements were
chosen by VIKOR optimization method. After adjustments on the ranges of
the five criteria functions based on more stringent thermal and visual comfort
requirements as well as on an extended literature review, the number of cases
was drastically reduced. In addition, the final optimal designs for the eight façade
systems were closer to the expected ones except for the PV tilt angle of some cases
which were higher than 30°. This is the result of the optimization of conflicting
criteria such as the best tilt angle to receive the largest irradiation versus the best
angle to provide sunshade to the interior and at the same time enough sunlight to
the planters below.
The developed algorithm using Grasshopper platform together with the total
reduction of cases, allowed a high degree of automation leading to relative
fast simulations taking into account the amount of cases and criteria functions.
Simulation time per façade type ranged from 8h to 45h on a standard PC with CPU
E5-2650 @ 2.20GHz and 64 GB RAM. That means about 6 times faster than initial
settings and number of cases while full control of the simulation quality and results
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accuracy were also assured. Although precedent studies on façade optimization
were consulted, no direct comparison is possible in terms of algorithm efficiency
taking into account no previous study has considered the integration of shading
PV panels and farming systems on buildings facades and their impact on indoor
conditions. Further work will be done on automation refinement to account for
the impact of different balcony/corridor depths and of different degrees of PV
transparencies.
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